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Hey crew, yeah the whole taxes down to the wire thing is kicking my ass so please bear with me
when I'm late with these. Once taxes are done I should be in a better spot to be on time and
attentive again. 

== Cast & Crew Sightings ==

= Vico Ortiz =
Just some Vico at the most recent Them Fatale Drag Kings Event, holding... Stede? 

Src: Them Fatale's IG

https://instagram.com/p/C5fb-lyOVbO/?img_index=9


Somehow we haven't had many cast & crew sightings the last day so I'm gonna add some
peripheral family/crew today!

= Finn Darby / Great Big Cow Band =
Rhys' son Finn is back in LA, and apparently killed it at their latest gig!

Proud Mama Rosie's IG

https://www.instagram.com/p/C5h8R5Zr2y-/?img_index=1


== New Event Calendar ==
New Caldendar this week! If you haven't voted for OFMD on the GLAAD fan favorites, please do! Did
you know you can vote with multiple emails or even the same email? Well you can! Please click
here!

https://act.glaad.org/page/64541/survey/1?locale=en-US


== Uproar ! ==
Uproar's in more theatres!



Visit Blue Fox Entertainment's Linktree for times

https://linktr.ee/bluefoxentertainment


== What Parties! ==
Join OFMD Crew, and @iamadequate1 this week for Flight of the Conchords watch parties! You can
watch each day at 4pm PT, 7 pm ET, 11pm BST! If you don't have access, feel free to join us on the
#RhysDarbyFaction Discord server, you can hit me up for an invite. Hashtags:

#FlagOfTheConchords
#OurFlagMeansDeath

== Taskmaster NZ ==

https://iamadequate1.tumblr.com/


Series 1 continues Weds at 11am PT / 2 pm ET / 7 pm BST on any of the @saveofmdcrewmates
socials. 

#Quartermaster
#OurFlagMeansDeath
Taskmaster

== Adopt Our Crew ==

Adopt Our Crew wanted to clarify the Emmy nomination rumor that's been going around!

Full Thread
Game of Thrones Self Submitting Emmy
Voting Reform Widens Emmy's Embrace

https://saveofmdcrewmates.tumblr.com/
https://x.com/adoptourcrew/status/1777349881121710383
https://ew.com/tv/2019/08/09/game-of-thrones-self-submitting-emmy/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-features/voting-reform-emmys-embrace-1235498906/










== Fan Spotlight == 
Our friend @iamadequate1 is at the polls again! This time for Stede's favorite lines from OFMD eps 1,
2, 3 of the first season! Have twitter and want to vote? Head on over to their Twitter page. 

https://iamadequate1.tumblr.com/
https://x.com/iamadequate_/status/1777308217363562562


== Our Flag Means Fanfiction ==
New Our Flag Means Fanfiction! This one's about OFMD Lore! Find them on their:
Linktree

https://linktr.ee/ofmff


https://www.instagram.com/reel/C5gO_PdLpH7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


== Cast Cards == 
Tonight's card is Jeff 'Not a Single Toureen on Board" Lorch! @melvisik's catching all the extras!

https://melvisik.tumblr.com/


== Schadenfreude ==
Looks like WBD is doing some restructuring. Don those clown noses or honks m'dears! 

WBD Article

AdoptOurCrew Twitter Src

 == Love Notes ==
My brain is couscous loves. Just know you are glorious, and wonderful and I believe in you whole
heartedly. I forgot to include this several days back when Ruibo Qian had it on her Story, but it's my
vibe today so I hope it brings you some smiles. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/business-news/warner-bros-discovery-debt-megadeal-questions-1235868542/amp/
https://x.com/adoptourcrew/status/1777417007081869335



